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// The NEW upcoming 
Digital Energy Market

In the middle there is one guy, the Prosumer
The Prosumer is the actual USER
The USER engages with all services
This engagement generates data and streams
Transactional status can use BlockChain



// Why BlockChain

- Transparency : All data stored would be visible 

to anyone

- Auditability : Data is immutable and visible, 

transactions could be confirmed/disputed by 

anyone

- Trust : Interactions between individuals would be 

direct, i.e. no third party can interfere or control transactions.

- Support of Crypto transactions using wallets and specific utility coins 

(loyalty, credits, bill payment, etc)

- This will enable some innovative business models



// The market is attractive for P2P engagement using 
BlockChain Tech:

➢ Trading electricity (Prosumers)

➢ Trading stored energy (batteries)

➢ Trading charging energy/stations in EVs (mobility)

➢ Trading RES production on bidding platforms

➢ Cross-selling/ up selling loyalty services (Crypto Wallets)



// EU adopts and boosts BlockChain in Energy (Blockchain Observatory)

New Utility Market focus:

❑ Billing (dynamic pricing)

❑ Data management - GDPR (May 2018)

❑ DR & Efficiency Aggregators

❑ Storage & DERs

❑ Sharing Economy / blockchain

❑ EV mobility

❑ Energy Communities

❑ Energy Efficiency (Utility ESCO division)

❑ All the above have a strong Digital component 

for Utilities and a strong transactional 

component



// Blockchain Observatory by the EU





// Smart contract example (Ethereum)



IoT embedded AI-powered Smart contracts

• AI-smart contracts will enable 

interactions among stakeholders 

without human intervention 

• Smart contracts and Wallets will be 

embedded in IoT devices

• Humans will only fine tune operations, 

through mobile apps & Consumer 

Engagement/loyalty platforms

• Implementation with Ethereum, EOS or 

Ripple Codius infrastructure (DApps, 

Smart Programs)



Just imagine this scenario using a unified digital services PROTERGIA platform and an app :

Your house (with PV and 

Local energy storage)

Your “shared” EV car 

(leased not owned)

Your job (working environment having chargers)

What you can get in your life as EV e-mobility services:

• Salary bonuses from your employer based on amounts  of “offered” energy 

every day when you use your leased EV (included as benefit in your contract) 

and plug it at your company’s charging stations, daily

• Credits (Crypto) based on charging locations used around a neighborhood or 

path, using a car sharing EV service and game mechanics/loyalty

• Car industry -> corporate jobs -> parking -> real estate

• e-Mobility services over private BlockChains

In the middle there is one guy, the 

Prosumer

Local smart connected 

storage/batteries will enable these 

transactional services

These models will be based on 

BlockChain and tokens
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